The Horizon Concise History of Spain. by Melveena McKendrick

Very Concise

(from sellers review): The Horizon Concise History of Spain by Melveena McKendrick (1972), hardback, 217 pgs. Chapter topics: Foreword; I. Early Spain; II. The Advent Of Islam; III. The Christian Ascendancy; IV. From Reconquest To Renaissance; V. Imperial Spain; VI. Enlightenment And Tradition; VII. The Emergence Of The Two Spains; VIII. The Civil War, Its Causes And Its Aftermath; Chronology; Credits and Index ; Published by American Heritage Publishing Company Inc; ©1972; profusely ill. in b/w and color; Colored Endpapers; maps; ISBN: 0070453500; 8vo - over 7¾ - 9¾ tall.
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